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Council cautious on more debt
Wednesday, 6 May 2020, 10:55 am
Press Release: Hamilton City Council
Hamilton City Council has reacted cautiously to the announcement it may be able to increase city debt levels
to help manage economic damage from COVID-19.
The Local Government Funding Agency (LGFA), owned by New Zealand councils, lends money to councils
at lower interest rates and for longer periods than traditional lenders. In response to dire financial forecasts,
the LGFA has announced it will recommend that shareholders relax the rules to allow councils to borrow
more.
This would allow councils to spend more money without immediately increasing annual rates. If the
recommendation is accepted, Hamilton City Council would be able to borrow 20% more than it can under
current LGFA rules. Hamilton City Council’s debt is forecast to be $609 million by 30 June 2021.
Council’s Finance Committee Chair Rob Pascoe applauded the LGFA for moving quickly to potentially
provide councils with more “breathing room” but urged caution.
“This has the potential to give councils more options and that’s a positive move because nearly all councils
will be under immense financial pressure including ours. But this shouldn’t be seen as opening the floodgates
to a deep well of new money that eventually ratepayers down the line will have to pay back,” he said.
“We need to exercise caution and, in my personal view, make sure that any additional borrowing we might
incur would be for essential spending only. We need to be prudent because more debt means more financial
risk to the city and its ratepayers.”
Councillor Pascoe said to partner with government on big economic stimulus packages, councils would be
expected to have “skin in the game” and contribute financially.
“For us, it would still be a stretch to fund some of those projects, even with greater debt capacity. It’s a
balancing act.”
And while borrowing rules might be loosened temporarily, he expected they would be pulled back when the
economy recovers.
“So there’s no free pass here. Any extra money would have to be repaid.”
Chief Executive Richard Briggs said if Council increased its debt to help the city recover from COVID-19,
any spending would need to be carefully targeted.
“Debt is very useful in that it can pay for large infrastructure used across multiple generations. It means the
burden of paying for that infrastrucuture is also spread across generations, which is fair,” he said.
“Councillor Pascoe is right to be cautious. But it’s good to see this change being considered, along with
changes to the Resource Management Act. These are the sort of measures councils will need so we can play
our part in kick-starting local economies.”

Hamilton Mayor Paula Southgate endorsed Councillor Pascoe’s comments but noted Council had not
formally discussed the issue.
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